
To pursue all-out revision of the Framework Act on Small and Medium
Enterprises since it was first implemented 15 years again 1995, SMBA
prepared a revision bill and issued preliminary notification of its legislation
on July 13. 

The gist of the revision
bill includes establishment
of SME policy goal,
suggestion of new policy
direction in the global era
and preparation of efficient
policy establishment and
implementation systems. 

SMBA’s guiding policy
goal is the sustainable
growth of SMEs equipped
with competitiveness,
considering SMEs are key
players in creating new
growth engine fields and
jobs.    

SME policy direction in
the global era
encompasses  acceleration
of start-ups and
dissemination of healthy
entrepreneurship, eco-
friendly green growth and
facilitation of international
activities.

To establish efficient
policies and implementation
systems, it is necessary to abide by the principle of cultivating SMEs
through choice and concentration and set up policies from a medium and
long-term perspective. To do this, the government should prepare the
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Highlight of Draft Revision of Act
Division Content
Establish identity - SMEs as main player in creating new  
of SME policy goal business area and generating employment
New global - Innovative support for SME growth, 
paradigm, new based on choice & concentration, in such 
SME policy areas as financing, technology, marketing & 
direction: Double human resources
track SME support - Supporting micro-enterprise as a dimension 
initiative of sustainable & inclusive growth 
Establish effective - Establish provisional plans every 3 years, 
policy making & tailored to characteristics of floating 
implementation demands 
system
Principle of non- - Banning retaliation against those 
retaliation demanding improvement of regulations

- Conducting survey of SME ombudsman, 
if necessary
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Focus

The number of 'Venture 100 Billion-Won Club' members  increased more than 20% year-
on-year in 2009 despite the global economic recession.

On July 7, SMBA revealed that the number of venture firms with 300~500 billion won in
sales, which corresponds to the core of the 100 billion-won venture club, jumped over two-
fold to 21 last year from nine in 2008. Meanwhile, the group of venture firm members with
100~300 billion won in sales also increased by 31 to reach 213 companies.

In contrast, the number of venture firms with 500 billion~one trillion won in sales fell to
seven from 10 a year earlier, affected by a worsened shipbuilding business situation. NHN
was unique in that it exceeded one trillion won in sales for the second consecutive year.     

Fifty companies, including Neopole, Melfas, Moneual and S-Energy, surpassed 100 billion
won in sales for the first time, advancing into the 100 billion-won club. In the case of Melfas,
in particular, its sales reached 151.5 billion won last year, a whopping 333.7% increase from
34.9 billion won in 2008, and ranked 2nd in terms of sales growth among the club members.
The company recording the largest year-on-year sales growth was SolarWorld Korea, posting
a 4,871.% increase to 297.8 billion won last year from six billion won in 2008.

Fourteen ‘Super Gazelle Companies,’ which achieved more than 20% growth in sales for
three consecutive years, were also born, including Golfzon, Celltrion and Cosmax. The
average sales (168.2 billion won) of these Super Gazelles was slightly lower than that (199.3
billion won) of the 100 billion-won club members, but their average operating profit (39.9
billion won) and net profit (31.1 billion) were 2.5-fold higher respectively. In particular, these
companies also reinvested 4.41% of sales on average in R&D, posting a higher R&D
investment ratio compared with large enterprises (2.16%) and SMEs (1.32%). 

The business community forecast that with the number of venture firms with 100 billion
won in sales increasing every year, it would assume a mediator role of linking large enterprises
and newly-born venture firms and also increase new employment, contributing significantly

Venture 100 Bil.-Won Club Members Up 20% in ’09
Emerges as Core Engine of Nat'l Economy

Key Facts & Figures

NHN was unique exceeding trillion won in sales

50 companies newly joined the 100 billion won club

14 super Gazell companies included

Total sales accounted for 4.49% of GDP
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Focus

to the development of the national economy.

In fact, the average number of employees at venture
firms with over 100 billion won in sales last year was
371, which is 13.5 times the average 27.3 employees
at all venture firms, while their total sales (47.8%) also
accounted for 4.49% of GDP.

A related official at the Korea Venture Business
Association (KOVA) said, “The fact that the number of
venture firms with 100 billion won in sales increased
despite the global financial crisis is very desirable from
the perspective of the nation's industrial structure and
the venture ecological system.” He explained, “This
indicates that venture firms are coming to the fore as a
core engine of our economy.”

Korea Top Venture 40
(Unit: 100 million won)

No. Name 2008 Turnover 2009 Turnover Region
1 NHN CORPORATION 12,081 12,371 Gyeonggi
2 DSLCD CO., LTD. 8,509 9,783 Gyeonggi
3 TAESAN LCD CO., LTD. 7,825 7,818 Chungnam
4 KOREA NITTO OPTICAL CORP. 5,774 7,505 Gyeonggi
5 SAM DONG CO., LTD. 6,221 6,197 Chungbuk
6 YURA CORPORATION 5,490 5,837 Chungbuk
7 MK ELECTRON CO., LTD. 4,493 5,718 Gyeonggi
8 DAE CHANG CO., LTD. 5,465 5,046 Gyeonggi
9 SIMMTECH CO., LTD. 4,150 4,967 Chungbuk
10 SAMHO SHIPYARD CO., LTD 5,064 4,935 Chungnam
11 HUMAX HOLDINGS 5,696 4,867 Gyeonggi
12 KHVATEC CO., LTD. 1,996 4,710 Chungbuk
13 ORIENTAL PRECISION & ENGINEERING CO., LTD. 3,959 4,557 Busan
14 SEOUL SEMICONDUCTOR CO., LTD. 2,841 4,534 Seoul
15 NCSOFT CORPORATION 2,402 4,525 Seoul
16 SHINDO ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD. 4,002 4,491 Gyeonggi
17 FOODMERCE CO., LTD. 3,375 4,064 Gyeonggi
18 TRIGEM COMFUTER INC. 3,664 3,938 Gyeonggi
19 SHINWHA INTERTEK CORPRATION 2,422 3,893 Gyeonggi
20 SUNGJIN GEOTEC CO., LTD. 5,201 3,801 Ulsan
21 DONGJIN SEMICHEM CO., LTD. 2,875 3,542 Incheon
22 NEXON Coporation 2,611 3,295 Seoul
23 HYUNJIN MATERIAL CO., LTD. 3,991 3,284 Busan
24 BK LCD CO., LTD. 1,436 3,205 Chungnam
25 MANIKER CO., LTD. 2,536 3,178 Gyeonggi
26 GMARKET INC. 2,840 3,143 Seoul
27 DONGYANG E & P INC. 2,449 3,120 Gyeonggi
28 YES24 CO., LTD. 2,560 3,086 Seoul
29 SFA ENGINEERING CORP. 4,308 3,071 Chungnam
30 SOLARWORLD KOREA 60 2,978 Jeonbuk
31 NATIONAL BITUMEN CORPORATION 2,885 2,931 Seoul
32 TECHNO SEMICHEM CO., LTD. 2,238 2,901 Gyeonggi
33 POWERLOGICS CO., LTD 2,323 2,888 Chungbuk
34 PEOPLE & TELECOMMUNICATION INC 2,480 2,868 Seoul
35 WOOREE ETI CO., LTD. 2,225 2,841 Gyeonggi
36 DONG-AH GEOLOGICAL EGINEERING CO., LTD. 2,637 2,810 Busan
37 NEOWIZ GAMES CORPORATION 1,676 2,772 Seoul
38 JEILFEED CORPORATION 2,167 2,723 Daejeon
39 21CENTURY SHIPBUILDING CO., LTD. 4,827 2,698 Chungnam
40 MIRAE NANOTECH CO., LTD. 1,393 2,684 Chungbuk
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SMBA Pictorial

MOU to Establish Fair Trade
Practices 

SMBA, Office of the Small & Medium Business Ombudsman and
Fair Trade Commission signed July 23 MOU to promote fair trade
practise between large enterprises and small and medium-size
enterprises. The move was in line with the government initiative to
create win-win business climates as a vehicle to foster small
enterprises, essential to pursue sustainable & inclusive growth.

Ceremony Launching
Sunshine Loans

SMBA Administrator Kim, Dong-sun attended a ceremony
launching low-interest Sunshine Loan service on July 26. Aiming at
expand financing access for low-income, low-credit households
and micro-enterprises, Sunshine loan implementation institutes are
National Agricultural Cooperative Federation, National Credit union
Federation of Korea, Korea Federation of Community Credit
Cooperatives, Korea Federation of Fisheries Cooperatives, Korea
Federation of Saving Banks, etc. Just three days after the service
launching, Sunshine loan beneficiary reached 807 persons
nationwide, involving 4.19 billion won.

Protect Core Technology of
SMEs

SMBA and National Police Agency signed MOU on the protection
of core technology SMEs on July 20. Under the MOU, police will
swiftly respond to SME technology leakage cases compiled by
SMBA's anti-tech-leakage center. The MOU signing coincided with
opening ceremony of 1st IT & Security Conference, in which
various counter-measures were discussed to prevent technology
leakage, detrimental to the sound growth of SMEs.
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SMBA Pictorial

Korean Women Entrepreneurs

SMBA Administrator Kim, Dong-sun attended the ceremony of
Korean  Women Entrepreneurs Day on July 7. In the ceremony 52
women entrepreneurs were cited for their innovative business
management, contributing to the national economy. Yu Chong-
Im, president of Poogmi Foodstuff, won the top honor, with the
Merit of Industrial Tower, Bronze, for her contribution to
globalization of Korean Kimchi.

Task Team for New Concept
Agriculture-Manufacturing-Commerce

SMBA & Ministry of Food, Forestry & Fisheries agreed to establish
a joint task team to develop and foster new concept SME
combination of agriculture, manufacturing industry & commerce.
The task force will focus on development of win-win strategy,
practising IT-based convergence with agriculture to the develop
effective policy measures involving business start-up, technology
development, financing, exports, etc.

Lecturing on "Korean SMEs as
Dreams & Hope of Korean Inc"

SMBA Administrator Kim, Dong-sun delivered a speech on
"Korean SMEs as Dreams & Hope of Korean Inc," in a breakfast
meeting July 20. In the event, hosted by the Korea International
Trade Association (KITA), Kim underlines the importance of SME
globalization to upgrade business viability & competitive muscles.
Kim added that SMBA plans to revise the 15-year-old Framework
Act on Small & Medium Enterprises aimed at pursuing a two-track
strategy - fostering emerging hidden champions armed with
innovative technology and concepts; and helping micro-enterprises
to stand on their own feet.
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Biz Start-up

SMBA has announced its selection of 81 target
companies that have the potential to grow into 'global
small but strong enterprises with more than US$50 million
in exports.' 

The SMBA program was designed to provide SMEs
securing high technological competitiveness and export
growth potential with intensive support for R&D, export
financing, overseas marketing, etc. and to nurture them
into 'small but strong enterprises' that realize over US$50
million in exports within the shortest possible period.

The project, launched by SMBA this year, also aims to
drive exports of SMEs through strengthened support after
selection of the promising enterprises and to suggest an
SME growth direction model as well as creation of good-
quality jobs. SMBA selected the first 81 target SMEs this
year after a comprehensive evaluation of their
technological innovation level, CEO's will to advance into
the global market, global marketing ability, etc. 

An analysis of the 81 selected SMEs shows that the R&D
investment averaged about 1.2 billion won, while
employing 7.7 technical staff members holding and 16.7
technological certificates on average. They also were found
to have high technological and export growth potential,
with average direct exports and export ratio reaching
about 16.3 billion won and 50.2%, respectively.

SMBA plans to enhance the technological and export
competitiveness of the selected SMEs through preferential
support for R&D, export financing (issuance of corporate
bonds, private financing) and overseas marketing in pursuit
of accelerated growth and expanded of their exports.

SMBA's plans include:

R&D

With introduction of an export R&D program, identify
future growth engines for SMEs and support their quality
improvement. To achieve this, support up to 600 million
won (2 years) within 60% of the total required expenses
per R&D task.

Export Financing

To help SMEs produce export goods and secure

management funds stably, prepare and support individual
financing and private financing support programs.

- At the time of issuing ABS, include the selected SMEs
with priority and support issuance of non-guaranteed
corporate bonds in the financial market.

- Include the SMEs in the application targets for
preferential treatment in private financing goods
(increased loan ceiling, lower loan interest, preferential
foreign exchange handling charges and foreign
exchange transaction rates) of the Industrial Bank of
Korea (IBK) and support their smooth receipt of funds.

Overseas Marketing

Utilizing export BI (Business Incubator) and private
business networks abroad, support overseas localization,
including provision of office space, establishment of local
corporations.

- For smooth overseas marketing, support cultivation of
global brands, search engine marketing and provide
preferential treatment when participating in support
projects for widely accepted international standards, etc.

- Resolve difficulties of the SMEs, improve policies and
strengthen networks for them through regular
roundtable meetings, monitoring & evaluations.      

In the future, SMBA plans to identify a total of 300 target
SMEs by 2012 and nurture them into 'small but strong
enterprises.'

Foster 81 "Global Small but Strong" Enterprises
Korean Version of Hidden Champion



Holding its 65th Meeting for Emergency Economic
Countermeasures on July 8, the government confirmed the
'Farming-Industry-Commerce Fusion-type SME Cultivation
Strategy' that had been prepared jointly by related
ministries.

Under the strategy, the government plans to graft IT, BT,
NT, etc. with agriculture and fisheries to obtain fusion of
front and rear industries - food, seeds, pharmaceuticals and
medicines, core future industries creating high added value
- with linkage to secondary and tertiary industries, and
grow them into a bioindustry to lead national growth.

To accomplish this, the government decided to nurture
300 farming-industry-commerce fusion-type SMEs,
creating about 5,000 direct and indirect jobs by 2012.

Under its vision to produce a new national growth
engine, the government plans to facilitate the
accompanied growth of agricultural & fishery producers

and SMEs through cultivation of the 300 fusion-type SMEs
and pursue creation of about 5,000 jobs for the low-
income class.

Farming-Industry-commerce fusion-type SMEs are
enterprises that systematically link agricultural & fishery
producers and SMEs for the supply of raw materials,
manufacturing & processing, technology development,
etc. 

Representative examples are joint equity investment-type
enterprises of agricultural & fishery producers and SMEs;
strategic alliance-type enterprises where agricultural &
fishery producers and SMEs mutually cooperate in the
supply of raw materials and development of new products
under long-term contracts; and agricultural & fishery
manager-type enterprises where agricultural & fishery
producers assume management roles in manufacturing
and processing. 
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Technology 

Create 300 Farming-Industry-Commerce Fusion-type
SMEs and About 5,000 Jobs by 2012 

Policy Financing System:
Make available up to 500 billion won from the fund of
funds for agricultural and fishery products by 2012 and
prepare a special exemption law for credit guarantee and
technology credit guarantee funds, etc. 

Development of Special Districts for Agricultural
Food Industry:

Develop 'Special Industrial District System' targeting the
agricultural food industry.

Reinforcement of R&D Investment: 
Target support of 100 billion won for 400 tasks by 2012.

Support for Transfer of Basic Sources and
Commercialization Techs to SMEs and Support for
SMEs' Acquisition of Patents and Certifications  

Acceleration of Start-ups and Easing of Regulations:
Increase pilot plants for processing of agricultural &

fishery products (12 by 2012), establish fusion-type start-
up promotion centers (17 by 2012), simplify procedures
for establishment of plants, ease environmental
restrictions on small-size manufacturing & processing
firms.

Support for Market Expansion:
Establish sampling corners and special sales outlets,
strengthen linkage to overseas export-support
organizations, etc. 

Major Content of the Countermeasures

Fusion of Farming, Industry & Commerce
New Horizon for SME Prosperity
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Finance

SMBA plans to nurture 1,000 SMEs specializing in the production of eco-friendly
products intensively by 2013.

On July 13, SMBA announced the plan at the 8th meeting of the Presidential
Committee on Green Growth (PCGG) held at the Korea Chamber of Commerce
& Industry (KCCI) in Seoul, presided over by President Lee Myung-bak.

Under the plan, SMBA decided to actively support technology development,
advance into markets, etc., and cultivate 1,000 SMEs producing eco-friendly parts
or materials by 2013.  

SMBA also decided to utilize universities and research institutes as start-up
footholds, increase the number of 'Green Tech Start-up Universities' or 'New
Green Tech Start-up Clusters' and create an environment in which eco-friendly
industries can be staged vigorously.

For this, SMBA intends to expand policy funds and credit guarantee scales in
eco-friendly fields, while increasing the fund for investment in green and new
growth fields to the 1.1 trillion-won level by 2013 from 1.05 billion won in 2009.
In addition, SMBA also decided to select 200 promising green technologies that
can be promoted by SMEs and to support R&D. 

SMBA plans to select promising green technologies in nine fields, including
photovoltaic energy and LED, by October this year, with focus on the parts and
materials that have high import dependence but are commercializable.     

After establishment of 'Global Green Cooperation Center' and 'Green Export
Support Center' at KOTRA, furthermore, SMBA decided to provide SMEs with
export information and assist SMEs' order-securing activities.

SMBA to Nurture 1,000 Green SMEs by 2013 
Select Promising Green Techs in Nine Field

New Paradigm, New SME Policies

(Continued from p1)

Cultivation of SMEs’ and city mayors and governors must
establish 'Regional Plans' every three years in accordance
with the basic plan.

Furthermore, an important feature of the revision is that it
specifies a non-retaliation principle against those who
demand improvement of regulation.          

According to a survey conducted by the SME
Ombudsman, many SMEs have been reluctant to bring
civil petitions for fear of direct or indirect retaliation. 

To resolve this problem, SMBA specified a non-retaliation
principle that prohibits any disadvantage or discrimination
against those who demand improvement in SME-related
regulations in the Framework Act on Small and Medium
Enterprises, while making mandatory the implementation
of SME Ombudsman surveys. 

Meanwhile, SMBA plans to hold a public hearing on its
draft revision of the Framework Act on SMEs on July 28 at
the auditorium of the Small & medium Business
Corporation (SBC).
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Success Story

On July 6, SMBA published a book (titled 'Chance), which contains
the entrepreneurship and spirit of 10 successful venture CEOs
representing Korea. 

The 10 venture CEOs are Byun Dae-Gyu (Humax), Song Seung-
Whan (PMC Production), Han Kyung-Hee (HAAN Co.), Lee Sang-
Kyu (Inerpark INT), Kim Young-Dal (IDIS), Nam Min-Woo (DASAN
Networks), Cho Syung-Hyun (Nuga Medical), Kim Jin-Beom
(Thinkware), Kim Chul-Young (Mirae Nano Tech) and Kim Young-
Chan (Golfzon).

SMBA's publication of this book followed the recommendation
that, although the 'YES (Young EntrepreneurS Leaders) Special
Lectures on Entrepreneurship' at universities are receiving a great
response, the general public, who could not attend the lectures,
should have an opportunity to better understand entrepreneurship. 

A lecturer group consisting of about 250 prominent CEOs,
including Ahn Chul-Soo (KAIST chair professor), Byun Dae-Gyu
(CEO of Humax), Song Seung-Whan (CEO of PMC Production), Lee
Keum-Ryong (CEO of Koglo.Com), etc., provides special lectures on
entrepreneurship simultaneously and frequently at universities
nationwide.

In the foreword of this book, KAIST Chair Prof. Ahn Chul-Soo said,
"An appreciation of entrepreneurship is imperative for the young
people who will inherit the future of small & medium and venture
enterprises, the core axis of the national economic economy, and
this book will become their guide."

The main thrust of the book suggests the birth of new rich as
direct evidence that the 'Map of Wealth' is changing. It also
emphasizes that a survey by Forbes Korea in 2009 on Korea's 100
richest people found that Korean venture firms armed with ideas
and technological power are making rapid progress.

Amid a situation in which a 'Grand Venture Voyage Era' pursuing
huge wealth is beginning, this book suggests to readers ways for the
general public to join the flow of change and transform their own
lives through the examples of the 10 successful venture CEOs. 

Entrepreneurship Book -'Chance'
Spirit of 10 Successful Venture CEOs
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Success Story

Korea, China Ink MOU for SME Cooperation
On July 14, Korea's Small and Medium Business Administration (SMBA) and China's Ministry

of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) concluded an MOU on cooperation in the field
of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). 

Under the MOU, SMBA and MIIT agreed to provide an equal opportunity for SMEs advanced
in either country to have access to R&D fund support based on the Agreement between
Korea-China on Investment Promotion and Protection.

For conclusion of the bilateral SME cooperation MOU
containing this objective as its main thrust and also for
promotion of trade and investment between Korea and
China, SMBA Administrator Kim, Dong-sun visited Beijing,
Hangzhou and Shanghai July 13~16.

Under the MOU, which is designed to facilitate and
promote bilateral cooperation between the SMEs of the
two countries, SMBA and MIIT also agreed to support the
participation of SMEs in trade expositions and exhibitions as
well as SME-related symposiums and seminars held in both
countries.

The MOU is particularly significant in that it opened the
way for Korean SMEs advanced into China to receive
support from MIIT at the time of the Chinese government's
fund support for SME facilities, R&D, marketing, etc. 

Administrator Kim also visited the Beijing Export Incubator
and encouraged tenant enterprises, while having a
roundtable meeting with the Chinese and Southeast Asian
chairman's group of INKE (International Network of Korean
Entrepreneurs).      

In addition, Administrator Kim also attended an MOU
conclusion ceremony between Beijing Private Equity

Association and Korea Venture Capital Association (KVCA) and asked for close cooperation in
the development of VC industries of the two countries.

Furthermore, the administrator visited China's largest online group, Alibaba Group, located in
Hangzhou, met with the groups's vice chairman, COO of Alibaba.com, etc. and discussed
opportunities for the advance of Korean enterprises into Chinese online markets. 

SMBA Administrator Kim Dong-Sun Visit to Beijing & Hangzhou



On July 19, SMBA revealed that as a result of its analysis, venture investment in the first half of
this year increased  30.9%  to 418.4 billion won from 317.0 billion won in the same period of
last year.

The monthly investment scale also has been on a sustained rise, recording 111.7 billion won
in June, the highest level this year. 

In terms of business types,
investments in IT and
entertainment fields made
remarkable progress compared
with others, with interest in
smartphones, 3D, etc. growing
significantly. 

Owing to the development of
related industries, such as films
and games, investment in the
entertainment industry steadily
increased; in the first half it was
the business area that received
the most investment for the
first time. 

On the other hand, investment in the IT business field, which
had driven the venture boom in the past, attracting the most
investment, recently showed a continued downward trend.
With a year-on-year rise of more than 10 percentage points in
the first half of this year, however, IT was poised for a re-takeoff.

With regard to investment in early-stage enterprises (within
three years after start-up), investment scale slowed slightly in
terms of ratio, but year-on-year increases were recorded in all areas, including investment
amount, the number of recipient companies and average invested amount per company (1.13
billion won ~ 1.16 billion won).  

SMBA attributed the rising venture investment trend to the steadily increasing venture fund
organization scale following significant increases of equity investment in venture funds by
major institutional investors.     

Considering the past trend of venture investment rising more in the second half than in the
first half, SMBA expects venture investment would continue to increase this year.
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Industry Landscape

IT & Entertainment Rally

Venture Investment in 1st Half '10 Up 31% 

<Venture Investment by Sector>

(Unit: 100 million won, %) 

<Venture Capital Cos' Monthly Investment>

(Unit: million won)

Division 2007 2008 2009 2009.6 2010.6
Amount Share Amount Share Amount Share Amount Share Amount Share 

Info.-
3,137 31.7 2,105 29.1 1,970 22.7 527 16.7 1,147 27.6

Communication 
General 

2,701 27.2 1,808 25.0 2,687 31.0 1,116 35.2 1,105 26.7
manufacturing 
Genetic 

585 5.9 400 5.5 638 7.3 285 9.0 231 5.6
engineering 
Entertainment 1,997 20.1 1,677 23.1 2,106 24.3 746 23.5 1,200 28.9
Education. 

961 9.7 511 7.1 397 4.6 197 6.2 178 4.3
Service 
Others 536 5.4 745 10.3 873 10.1 299 9.4 287 6.9
Total 9,917 100 7,247 100 8,671 100 3,170 100 4,148 100
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’10 Korean SME Pavilion Program at O’seas Exhibitions
(July-October)

No. Name Date Place Managed by
1 Hong Kong Fashion Week for 10.07.05~10.07.08 Hong Kong, China Korea Women Enterpreneurs Association

Spring/Summer
2 ISOT 2010 10.07.07~10.07.09 Tokyo, Japan Korea Stationery Industry Cooperative
3 Intertextile Pavilion 2010 Shenzhen 10.07.08~10.07.10 Shenzhen, China Korea Federation of Textile Industries
4 TF2010 10.07.21~10.07.23 Tokyo, Japan Korea measuring Instruments Research Association
5 JA NY Summer Show 2010 10.07.25~10.07.28 New York, USA Korea International Trade Association
6 AFSE 2010 10.07.27~10.07.29 Miami, USA Korea CCTV Industry Cooperative
7 Sourcing @MAGIC '10 F/W 10.08.30~10.09.01 Las Vegas, USA Korea Fashion Textile Association
8 All China Leather Exhibition 10.09.01~10.09.03 Shanghai, China Korea Tanner's Association
9 2010 F/W MUNICH FABRIC START 10.09.01~10.09.03 Munich, Germany Korea Textile Trade Association
10 China Jilin Northeast Asia  10.09.02~10.09.06 Jilin, China Korea Foods Industry Association

Investment and Trade Expo
11 IFA 2010 10.09.03~10.09.08 Berlin, Germany Korea Electronics Association
12 Pret-A-Porter Paris 10.09.03~10.09.06 Paris, France Korea Fashion Association
13 China International Optoelectronics Expo 10.09.04~10.09.06 Shenzhen, China Green LED R&D Association of Korea
14 International Instrumentation 10.09.06~10.09.09 Shanghai, China Korea measuring Instruments Research Association

Control Automation Fair
15 Hong Kong Watch & Clock Fair 10.09.06~10.09.10 Hong Kong, China Korea Watch & Clock Industry Cooperative
16 IBC 2010 10.09.10~10.09.14 Amsterdam, Netherlands Korea Digtal Convergence Association
17 International Iran Plast Exhibition 10.09.10~10.09.14 Teheran, Iran Korea Plastics Processing Machine Industry Cooperative
18 Beauty Cosmetics 2010 Paris 10.09.12~10.09.15 Paris, France Korea Cosmetic Industry Cooperative

International Exposition
19 IFAT. German Environment Expo 10.09.13~10.09.17 Munich, Germany Korea Environmental Industry and Technology Institute
20 2010 F/W PREMIERE VISION 10.09.14~10.09.17 Paris, France Korea Textile Trade Association
21 OS +H Asia 2010 10.09.15~10.09.17 Singapore, Singapore Korea Medical Devices Industrial Coop. Association
22 VIETNAM ETE 2010 10.09.15~10.09.17 Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam Korea Electrical Manufacturers Cooperative
23 Dental Expo 2010 10.09.20~10.09.23 Moskva, Russia Korean Dental Trade Association
24 2010 GBE(Autumn) 10.09.24~10.09.26 Guangzhou, China Korea Cosmetic Association
25 Marmomacc 2010 10.09.29~10.10.02 Verona, Italy Korea Tools Industry Cooperative
26 Security Essen 2010 10.10.05~10.10.08 Essen, Germany Korea CCTV Industry Cooperative
27 Ceatec Japan 2010 10.10.05~10.10.09 Tokyo, Japan Small and Medium Enterprises Technology 

Renobation Cooperative
28 H.K. INTERSTOFF ASIA essential Autumn 10.10.06~10.10.08 Hong Kong, China Korea Fashion Textile Association
29 Sunbelt Ag Expo 10.10.19~10.10.21 Moultrie, USA Korea Agricultural Machinery Industry Cooperative
30 CSF 10.10.20~10.10.23 Hong Kong, China Korea Federation of Handicrafts cooperatives
31 Korea Trade Show Osaka 2010 10.10.20~10.10.21 Osaka, Japan Korea International Trade Association
32 PTC Asia 2010 10.10.25~10.10.28 Shanghai, China Korea Association of Machinery Industry

Trade Calendar
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